In cryptology, complexity measures for sequences of elements of a "nite "eld, such as the linear complexity, play an important role. Cryptographically strong sequences or "nite strings must not only have a large linear complexity, but also the change of a few terms must not cause a signi"cant decrease of the linear complexity. This requirement leads to the concept of the k-error linear complexity¸L I (S) of a string S with terms in a "nite "eld F O and length n. In this article, bounds for the number of strings S of length n with k-error linear complexity¸L I (S)"c or¸L I (S)4c for a given c are established. Under certain conditions on n, k, and c, exact formulas are also determined. On the basis of these results we derive bounds for the expected value of¸L I (S) for random strings S of length n.
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INTRODUCTION
Complexity measures for ("nite or in"nite) sequences of elements of a "nite "eld play a crucial role for stream ciphers in cryptology (cf. [7, 11] ). A standard complexity measure is provided by the (nth) linear complexity of sequences. The re"ned concept of k-error linear complexity is basic in the stability theory of stream ciphers developed by Ding et al. [1] . In this theory one studies the behavior of the (nth) linear complexity under changes of terms in a sequence. Although the k-error linear complexity is a concept of great practical relevance, very little has been published about it so far. In this paper we address some fundamental issues concerning the k-error linear complexity.
The linear complexity¸(S) of a sequence S"s , s , 2 with terms in the "nite "eld F O (F O -sequence) is de"ned only if S is ultimately periodic, and in this case it is the least nonnegative integer¸for which there exist coe$cients
Equivalently,¸(S) is the degree of the monic polynomial
The polynomial m(x) is called the minimal polynomial of the ultimately periodic sequence S (cf. [4, 10, 11] ). In engineering terms,¸(S) is 0 if S is the zero sequence and otherwise it is the length of the shortest linear feedback shift register (LFSR) that can generate S. Similarly, for a positive integer n the nth linear complexity¸L(S) of an arbitrary F O -sequence S is de"ned as the length of the shortest LFSR that can generate the "rst n terms of S if they are not all 0, else¸L(S) is de"ned to be 0. Note that this de"nition makes sense also for "nite sequences S of length at least n and with terms in F O . In the following we will always use the expression string or F O -string for an element of FL O , i.e., a "nite sequence of length n with components (or terms) in F O . A good sequence or string for cryptographic applications should have a high (nth) linear complexity. In addition, the change of the values at a few positions should not cause a signi"cant decrease of the (nth) linear complexity. This requirement leads to the following de"nition given in [8] .
DEFINITION 1. Let B(S, k) denote the Hamming ball with center S 3FL
O and radius k50, 04k4n, n51; i.e.,
where d( ) , ) ) is the Hamming distance in the space FL O . Then the k-error linear complexity¸L I (S) of the string S 3FL O is de"ned by
¸L(¹).
LINEAR COMPLEXITY
This de"nition is similar to the de"nition of the k-error linear complexity of periodic sequences with "xed period length n given by Stamp and Martin in [13] . Stamp and Martin [13] designed an e$cient algorithm to compute the k-error linear complexity of a periodic binary sequence whose period length is a power of 2. In [3] this algorithm was generalized to arbitrary "nite "elds.
In [8] the distribution of values of the k-error linear complexity over bit strings of "xed length n was studied. In this article we deal with the same problem for strings of "xed length n over arbitrary "nite "elds F O . We generalize and improve the results in [8] and also settle some conjectures in [8] . We will need the following two counting functions introduced in [8] . Evidently we have
In Section 2 we derive formulas and bounds for these counting functions. In this context, we will have to determine the number of purely periodic F O -sequences with a given linear complexity. Section 3 contains an upper and a lower bound for the expected value of¸L I (S) for "xed n and k and random strings S 3FL O .
RESULTS ON
-strings of length n with given nth linear complexity c is well known.
Proposition 1 was "rst proved by Gustavson in [2] . An alternative proof can be found in [6] .
For q"2, exact formulas for N LI (0), N LI (1), and N LI (n), 14k4n, were established in [8] . We now generalize these results to arbitrary "nite "elds. 
Proof. (i) This follows immediately from N LI
(ii) In the following let every considered string be a string of length n. There are q!1 di!erent sequences with linear complexity 1 and minimal polynomial x*the ultimately periodic but not periodic sequences*which exactly yield all the strings of the form (r, 0, 2 , 0), r 3F* O , and (q!1) di!erent sequences with linear complexity 1 and a minimal polynomial of the form x#d, d 3F* O ,*the purely periodic sequences*which yield all the strings of the form (r, !dr, dr, 2 , (!d)L\r), with r 3F* O . Obviously, two strings with the same minimal polynomial x#d, dO0, are either the same or di!erent at every position. Suppose S and S are strings with respective minimal polynomial x#d and x#d
Since we get the term at position i by multiplying by !d
, respectively !d , the two strings di!er at position i. Hence the Hamming distance of two di!erent strings S , S with minimal polynomial x#d , respectively x#d , is at least W n/2 X and the intersection of the Hamming balls B(S , k) and
Thus, the number of strings in the union of the Hamming balls of radius k around all strings with minimal polynomial x#d, dO0, is given by
From the Hamming ball of radius k around each string with minimal polynomial x we can just take those (L\ I ) (q!1)I strings ¹ with d(Z, ¹)"k#1. Altogether we get the desired result.
(iii) There are only q!1 strings with nth linear complexity n, namely all strings of the form < P "(0, 2 , 0, r), r 3F* O . Evidently¸L I (< P )"0 for 14k4n.
Remark 1. If q"2, then N LI
(1) can be determined for all 14k4n by using the fact that for n52 there are only the two strings S "(1, 0, 2 , 0) and S "(1, 1, 2 , 1) with nth linear complexity 1. Furthermore, for q"2 it can be shown that N LI (c)"0 for W n/2 X4k4n and 24c4n (see [8] ).
For the determination of further values of N LI (c) we need the number of purely periodic F O -sequences with "xed linear complexity c.
THEOREM 2. ¹he number P(c) of purely periodic F O -sequences S witḩ (S)"c satis,es P(0)"1 and
Proof. The case c"0 is trivial. For c51 we proceed by induction on c. As noticed in the proof of Theorem 1(ii), there are (q!1) purely periodic sequences with linear complexity 1. Hence the assertion is true for c"1.
Let ;(c) be the number of the ultimately periodic, but not purely periodic F O -sequences S with¸(S)"c. Suppose t to be the preperiod of the sequence S; then the purely periodic part has linear complexity c!t. Thus, there are P(c!t) possibilities for the purely periodic part of S. For the preperiod itself we have qR\(q!1) possibilities, since we have to guarantee that the choice for the tth position of S does not decrease the preperiod. Taking into account the di!erent possible preperiods, we get
From Proposition 1 we obtain
and by the induction hypothesis
which completes the proof. 
Let Q(c) denote the number of purely periodic F O -sequences S witḩ (S)4c. Hence Q(c)" A R P(t) and the following corollary can easily be deduced.
COROLLARY 2. ¹he number Q(c) of purely periodic F
O -sequences S witḩ (S)4c is given by
In an analogous way we can de"ne <(c) : " A R ;(t) to be the number of ultimately periodic, but not purely periodic F O -sequences S with¸(S)4c. This leads to the following result. COROLLARY 3. ¹he number <(c) of ultimately periodic, but not purely periodic F O -sequences S with¸(S)4c is given by
Let S and S be two purely periodic F O -sequences with linear complexity at most c. If they have the same minimal polynomial, then S and S are either identical or they di!er at least once at any c consecutive terms. If they have di!erent minimal polynomials, then S and S di!er at least once at any 2c consecutive terms, since any such block of terms uniquely determines the minimal polynomial (cf. [4, p. 231]). Thus, any two di!erent purely periodic F O -sequences with linear complexity at most c di!er at least 2k#1 times at the "rst (4k#2)c terms.
If S is an ultimately periodic F O -sequence with¸(S)4c, then its preperiod is at most c. Hence from position c#1 to position (4k#3)c, any two ultimately periodic F O -sequences S and S with max(¸(S),¸(S))4c are either the same or they di!er at least 2k#1 times. This fact enables us to prove the following formula for N LI (c) which has no analog in previous work.
THEOREM 3. For any integers c51, k50, and n5(4k#3)c we have
where P is the counting function in ¹heorem 2.
Proof. In the following any considered strings shall have the "xed length n5(4k#3)c. From the previous considerations we know that the Hamming ball B(S, k) around a string S which corresponds to a purely periodic sequence with linear complexity equal to c does not intersect the Hamming ball of radius k around any string ¹ with¸L(¹)4c and ¹OS. Hence¸L I (R)"c for all R 3B(S, k). Thus, the contribution of the Hamming balls of radius k around all strings corresponding to purely periodic sequences with linear complexity c to the counting function N LI (c) is equal to
Let S be a string corresponding to an ultimately periodic sequence with preperiod t'0 and linear complexity c. We want to count all strings ¹ which by changing at most k terms can be transformed into the given string S and satisfy¸L I (¹)"c; i.e., ¹ cannot be transformed into any string with nth linear complexity smaller than c by changing at most k terms. Any string ¹ which is equal to S at the "rst t positions and satis"es d(S, ¹)"k ful"lls this property. Assume ¹ is another string which di!ers from S at the last n!t terms less than k times; then we can return to S at those terms and additionally shorten the preperiod by suitably changing the tth position. Thus¸L I (¹ )(c, and consequently there are no further strings in B(S, k) with the desired property. Since the are qR\(q!1)P(c!t) di!erent ultimately periodic sequences with preperiod t and linear complexity c, in the described way for each t, 14t4c, we get
Note that since at the last n!c terms any two strings with nth linear complexity at most c either agree or di!er at least 2k#1 times, "rst the k-error linear complexity of each counted string is indeed c, and second no string was counted twice.
In the case k"1 the expression in Theorem 3 reduces to the following form by elementary algebraic manipulations. In [8] it is mentioned that for q"2 in some cases for k"2, 3, 4 and c"2, 3 it was possible to determine N LI (c) with a proof technique which becomes infeasible for large k and c (see also [9, p. 55] ). In all these special cases the resulting formula had the form
for all su$ciently large n, where f is a polynomial of degree k!2. By means of Theorem 3 we now prove a general result of this type for all c and k and strings with components in an arbitrary "nite "eld F O . 
, where f is a polynomial in n of degree at most k!2 and n depends only on c and k.
Proof. The case k"0 is trivial and the case k"1 follows from Proposition 1 and Corollary 4. Hence we can assume k52. From Theorem 3 we get for n5(4k#3)c,
It is clear that the right-hand side is a polynomial in n of degree at most k!1.
The coe$cient of nI\ on the right-hand side is
tqR\P(c!t).
Using Theorem 2 and straightforward algebraic manipulations, we see that this expression vanishes. The determination of N LI (c) for arbitrary n seems to be very di$cult. At least we can note the following trivial upper bound. PROPOSITION 2. For any integers n51, 04k4n, and 04c4n we have
The remainder of this section is dedicated to bounds for M LI (c) for arbitrary n. The fact that M LI (c) is the cardinality of the union of the Hamming balls with radius k around all strings S of length n with¸L(S)4c yields the following obvious upper bound (compare also with [8] ). PROPOSITION 3. For any integers n51, 04k4n, and 04c4n we have
Remark 5. Note that for c4W n/2 X, Proposition 1 and the equality
We will need the following well-known lemma (see [5; 10, p . 34]) to derive a lower bound for M LI (c). Let¸L(S) again denote the nth linear complexity of a sequence S.
then¸L(S)"¸L \ (S) for exactly once choice of the nth term of S and¸L(S)"n!¸L \ (S) for exactly q!1 choices of the nth term of S.
THEOREM 5. For any integers n51, 04k4n, and 04c4(n!k)/2 we have
Proof. Before we start the proof proper, we note that for k"0 or c"0 the formula speci"ed in the theorem exactly yields M LI (c). Thus, we can assume k51 and c51 in the following.
First we show that with at most one change we can transform any string of length 2c into a string with 2cth linear complexity at most c. Suppose S is an 
EXPECTED VALUES
For "xed integers n51 and 04k4n let E LI denote the expected value of the k-error linear complexity¸L I (S) for random F O -strings S of length n; i.e.,
For k"0 it was proved in [12] (see also [10, Proposition 4.2] for the case
for n even,
for n odd.
Lemma 3 in [8] establishes a connection between E LI and the counting function M LI for bit strings. We rephrase this lemma for strings with components in an arbitrary "nite "eld F O . The proof is completely analogous to that for q"2.
LEMMA 2. For any integers n51 and 04k4n we have
On this basis we are able to give a lower and an upper bound for E LI . These results generalize the corresponding results in [8] for q"2, and Theorem 6 below improves on the upper bound for E LI given in [8] for q"2. Since Proposition 3 yields an upper bound for M LI (c), we are able to give a lower bound for E LI by means of Lemma 2. In the following, o(1) denotes a term which, for "xed q and k, tends to 0 as n tends to R. 
